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- A debugger is smart:
  - Understands the runtime environment of a program
  - Understands the relationship between source and object code
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- TIDE adapters
  - Extend a runtime using the TIDE API
  - Map runtime information to events
  - Map actions to runtime behavior
Demonstration

- Existing TIDE adapters:
  - ASF+SDF, ToolBus ......................... written in C
  - gdb, jdb .................................. written in Java
  - Pico ...................................... written in ASF+SDF

- Demonstration outline:
  - Debugging an ASF+SDF specification
  - Debugging a Pico program
  - Multi-level debugging ASF+SDF and Pico
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- Implement init, step and actions:
  - init ............................. connect to TIDE, start process
  - step ..... synchronize with TIDE, send events, receive actions
  - actions ............................ implement abstract actions
- Link the TIDE API and the new adapter with the program
TIDE provides a generic framework for debugging
http://www.cwi.nl/projects/MetaEnv/tide

Questions?